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The Cartan algebra
of exterior differential forms

as a supermanifold:
morphisms and manifolds

associatedwith them
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Abstract. A supermanifold,Mm/n, canbecaracteriredby its smoothsuperfunctions
which constitute an algebra A (Leites,Kostant). We associatecanonically ~a Ia
Gelfand, certain fibred manifoldson which theautomorphisms(the Jordan auto-
morphisms)of A actasdiffeomorphisms.For example,thekernelsofall homomor-
phismsfrom thealgebraof superfunctionsonto the Grassmannalgebraof dimen-
sion n form naturally a manifold of dimensionm 2~1 if n is even. To bemore
specific we explain this and similar constructionsin the caseof thealgebra of
smooth exterior differential forms defined on a smoothmanifold. This algebra
definesa particularsupermanifoldMm/rn.

I. INTRODUCTION

A smoothsupermanifoldMm/fl (see[1, 2,3,4]) uniquely definesthealgebraof

smooth superfunctions. Locally, superfunctionscan be consideredas germsof

(smooth) mapsof a smooth manifold into the unital Grassmannalgebrawith n
generatorsover the real or complex numbers.We considerhere the real case.

It is known that in the smooth, i.e. classC~casethe algebraof superfunctions
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completelycharacterizesthe supermanifold.
Let A be the algebra of real and smoothsuperfunctionsdefinedon Mm/el.

BecauseA isanalgebra with a large radical its maximal ideals are too coarseto

give more than the structureof the basemanifoldM. This changes,however,in
consideringotherclassesof idealsandrelatedstructures.

Thus the set <<G-spaceM~IPl>,of all ideals,J, of A with the property that the
factor algebraA/J is isomorphic to the unital realGrasmannalgebrawith n gene-
ratorsnaturally carriesthe structureof a smoothmanifold: Indeed,thereis only
one way to equip this set of ideals with the structureof a smoothmanifold

allowing the representationof all automorphismsof A as diffeomorphisms.The

dimensionof thismanifold equals

m2’~
1 resp. m(2’~1+l)

dependingwethern is evenor odd.
Likewise, the set (<JG-spaceM~”,> consistingof all Jordanideals of A with

A/J Jordanisomorphic to the realunital Grassmannalgebraof n generatorsmay

be considereda manifold on which all Jordanautomorphismsof our algebraof

superfunctionsactas diffeomorphism.

Evidently one can constructin the mannerindicatedaboveevenhigherdimen-
sionalspacesby consideringnot the set of kernelsbut theset of (Jordan)homo-
morphismsof A onto theGrassmannalgebra.To controlthis behaviouroneneeds

to know a large enoughset of automorphismsandJordanautomorphismsof the
algebra of superfunctions.It is, indeed,possibleto enumerateall of them [5, 6]
butwe shall restrictourselvesto thosewe need.

Further, we shall notgo into the mostgeneralsmoothsupermanifoldthough
this would be possiblewith the methodsexplainedbelow. To be moredefinite
we will restrict ourselves(with the exeptionof the next section)to the Cartan

algebra of smooth real exterior differentials on a smooth manifold M. Then
m = n.

A final remarkis the following: Startingnot with the realbut with the complex
Grassmann-valuedsuperfunctionsweget,by performingthe announcedconstruc-
tion, quite other spaces.Namely, the set of kernelswhich form the <<G-space>>.

the ~JG-spacev,and so on is much larger than in the real case,and the groups
of (Jordan)automorphismsare of correspondinglyhigherdimensions.

2. SUPERCOMMUTATIVE ALGEBRAS

Let A be an algebrawith unit elementwhich we denoteby 1A or simply by 1.
For definitenessonly we assumeA to be an algebraover thefield of realnumbers.

A supercommutativealgebrais a pair consistingof an algebraA, and an auto-
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morphism,w, fulfilling

i) w
2=id.

ii) if w(a) = a then a is containedin thecentreof A

iii) ifw(a) = —athena2= 0.

An elementa E A is called <<even>> if w(a) = a and <<odd>> if w(a) = — a. The set
of all even resp. odd elementsof the algebrawe denoteby A+ respectivelyA.

Thereis a directsumdecomposition

(1) A=A~+A.

The radical,S, of an algebraA is by definitiontheintersectionof all its maximal
ideals.

PROPOSITION1. The odd part, A_, of every supercommutativealgebra, A, is
containedin its radical, S.

(2) A_cS.

Indeed,let b
1 bk denoteodd elements.By using decomposition(I) and

thepropertiesof w we seethat every elementof the form

a1b1c1+. . .+akbkck

is nilpotent for any choice of the a1, c~out of A. Hencethe ideal generatedby
A_ consists of nilpotent elementsonly and is, therefore contained in every

maximal ideal.
A Jordansubalgebra,F, of A is a linear subspacecontaining a

2 if it contains

a.

We denoteby P the projectionoperatorontothe evenpart of A.

(3) Pa=(1/2)(w(a)+a), aEA.

PROPOSITION2. Let F be a Jordansubalgebraof A. Then

(4) F~= P(F)

is a subalgebraof A.

Proof Let a, b E F and denote by a~,b~their even parts which are in F~.
ThenP(ab + ba) = a~b~+ b~a~+ a_b_ + b_a_, which equals 2 a~b~by super-

commutivity,is in F~.

DEFINITION. A Jordansubalgebra,F, of A is called<<splitting>> iff
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(5) A=F+S, FnS={0}.

PROPOSITION3. Let F be a splittingJordan algebra. ThenF~is splitting.

Thisis aneasyapplicationof proposition 1.

PROPOSITION4. Two splittingJordan subalgebraare canonicallyJordan isornor-

phic.

Namely, let F andF’ denotetwo splitting Jordansubalgebraand a E F. There
is exactlyone a’ E F’ such that a — a’ E S. Thisdefinescanonicallyaone-to-one
mapping

(6) lF~F.a-+a

from F onto F’. It is plain to seethat this map is a Jordanisomorphism.Moreo-
ver, if both, F and F’, happento be subalgebrasthen (6) is an isomorphismof

algebras.Clearly,

(7) iFF=id.,
1F,F1F’,F” _iFF~~.

In a particularcasewealreadyknow moreaboutthesemorphisms:

(8)

Wenow considerthe morphismwhich is myersto (8). Let us write

(9) iFFa=a+r(a), aEF~.

Let a,b be two elementsof thecommutativealgebraF~.Then

2(ab+ r(ab)) = (a + r(a))(b + r(b)) + (b + r(b))(a+ r(a)).

Takinginto acountthat F~is in thecentreof A weget from this

(10) Va,bEF~:r(ab)=r(a)b+ar(b).

Hencer is a derivationfrom F~into A satisfyingin addition

(11) VaEF~:r(a)EA_.

Let usdenoteby

(12) Deriv(F~,A_)

the set of all maps,r, satisfying(10) and (11). It is again elementaryto seethat
every r fulfilling (10) and(11) definesa splitting Jordansubalgebrawhich is the
set of all elements
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(13) a + r(a) with a E F -

This reducesthe questionfor all Jordansplitting subalgebrasto thosesplitting
subalgebraswhich arecentral ones.

PROPOSITION5. Let F~be a splitting subalgebra consisting of even elements

only and r E Deny(Ft, A_) then

(14) F={a+r(a),aEF~}

is a splitting Jordan subalgebraof A and everysuch algebracan be obtainedby

varying F÷andr.

An odd derivation of A is by definition a linearmap,R, of A mto A satisfying

(15) wR+Rw=0 and

(16) Va, b e A : R (ab) = R(a) b + w(a) R (b).

An odd derivationmapsA~into A_.

LEMMA 6. Let r EDeny(F~,A). If there is an odd derivation, R, of A the

restriction ofwhich to F~coincideswith r then

(17) T=id.+RP

is a Jordan automorphismof A. T mapsF ontoFas definedby (14).

(17) coincideswith ~ on F~.(15)shows

(id. —w)R = R(id. + w),

and from this we infer

(18) T1=id.—RP.

On theotherhandwe getby a short calculation

(19) VaEA :(Ta)2= T(a2)

showingT is Jordan.
Lemma 6 reducesthe problem to list all splitting Jordansubalgebrasto the

descriptionof all evensplitting subalgebras,provided we canobtain all elements
of Deny(Ft, A_) by restrictingsuitableodd derivations.

From (18) or from (17) oneobtains

(20) TwTw=id. and wTw=T~1.
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A map with this propertywe shallcall <<w-inverse>>.

3. THE CARTAN ALGEBRA

From now we assumeA to be the Cartanalgebraof smoothexteriordifferen-
tial formson a givenmanifold,

(21) M, dimM=m.

Every elementa E A canbe uniquelydecomposed

(22) a = a(Q) + a(1) + + a(m)

where a(Q) is a smooth function anda(k), k> 0, is an exterior differential form of

classC~.The radical, S, of A consistsof all elements(22) with a(0) = 0. One
introducesin A a superstructur,w, by

(23) w(a) = ~ (~1)ka~.

The pair A, w is the supercommutativealgebrawe are aiming at, i.e. the Cartan

algebraof M. Denotingby A(k) the setof homogeneouselementsof degreek, i.e.

the set of all elements(22) with a(/) = 0 for / ~r k, weseethe directsumdecom-
positions

(24) A~= A(0) + A(2) +... , A_ = A(1) + A(3) ~

and

(25) A = A(0) + S.

Thus. A(Ø) is a splitting subalgebracontaining only even elements. Let F be

anothersplitting evensubalgebraand let us considerthe canonicalisomorphism

betweenthem.Thereis an integer,k, with

(26) a E A(0) a
1FA(

0)a E 52kV

becausebothalgebrascontainevenelementsonly. Hencewe may write

(27) VaEA(Ø) :a =iFA(0)a+~(a)+o(a)

whereo (a) is containedin S2k+ 2

(28) Va-÷q(a), aEA(Ø),

is a linear map from A(0) into A(2k). Using the fact that iFA ~ is an ismorphism

weget

(29) Va,b EA(0) :q(ab)=q(a)b +aq(b).
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Thus q is a derivation from A(Q) into A(2k). Applying onto q any sequenceof
2k pull backswith 1-forms,we get a derivationfrom A(Q) into itself. But every

such derivation is known to be a certain Lie derivation. Hence thereexists a
vector differential of degree 2k, denotedby 1 = {bi}, such that locally on M

(30) VaEA(Ø) :q(a)=b’(a/ax’)a.

Let now E = {EJ) denotethe covectoroperatorof pulling backthe coordinate

differentials,i.e.

(31) E1a=dx’Ja, locally.

(The notation <<E1>> for this operationis due to Kähler). Then the expression

(32) L : = (b’E1) d + d(b’E1),

where <<d>> denotestotal differentiation,is an evenderivation of A into A that
coincideson A(Q) with q. It is, indeed,a Nijenhuisderivation [7]. Let

(33)

be the Lie seriesexpL. It terminatesfor L is nilpotent. As a consequenceT2k is an

automorphism.It is

(34) ~kw=w~k, d1~=7~d.

Now we considerthe algebra

(35) F’ = 7~’(F)

which is againanevensplittingsubalgebra.It satisfies

(36) VaEA0 :a—iF.A aES
2~’~2.

() ‘(0)

The radical Sbeing nilpotentwe cannow concludeby induction

ThEOREM 7. Let F ba a splittingsubalgebraof A containingonly evenelements.
Thenthereexistsan automorphism,T, with

(37) F = T(A(Ø))

and

(38) wT=Tw, dT=Td.

Indeed,we may choosefor that purposean automorphism,T, which is of the
form 1~7~...where the T

2k are given by suitableautomorphisms(33), (32).
Our next aim is a similar constructionfor splitting Jordansubalgebras.Taking
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into accountlemma6 weneedto prove

LEMMA 8. Let r E Deriv (F., A_), whereF~is a splitting evensubalgebra.Then

there is an oddderivation,R, ofA coincidingon F÷with r.

Proof Usingtheorem7 we may restrictourselfto thespecialcase

F÷= A(Ø).

Further, Deriv (A(Q)~A_) is the direct sum of the vector spaces
Deny(A(Ø)~A(2k + 1)~~Arguing, for every k, as in the caseof the derivation(28),
(29) andaddingthe resultingvector forms we seethe existenceof an odd vector

differential,i = { b
1 }, with

(39) VaEA(Ø) :r(a)=b’(a/ax’)a.

But for odd i~the a la Nijenhuisdefinedoperator

(40) R :=(b’E
1)d—d(b’E~)

turns out to be an odd derivation [7] the restrictionon A(Q) of which coincides

with r. Hence lemma 8 is valid if F~= A(Ø). But the general assertionfollows
easily by thehelpof theorem7.

Now thecorrespondingJordanautomorphism

(41) T=id.+RP

is theoneto use in the situationdescribedby lemma6.

THEOREM 9. Let F be a splitting Jordan subalgebraof A. Then there existsan

even automorphism,T~,and a w-inverse Jordan automorphism,T2, such that

(42) F=T(A(0)), T=77~.

Indeed,we first to to F~by the describedaboveJordanautomorphism.Then

weusetheorem7.
One finds the set of all products 7 lj where is even and T2 is w -inverse

(— and constructed according to the proceduresdescribedabove—) forming

a group.
In this group the w-inverseJordanautomorphismsconstitutea normal sub-

group. The whole group is a semidirect product of that normal subgroupwith
thesubgroupof its evenelements.

In the casem = dim M is odd thereare w-inverseJordanautomorphismsof
the form (41) which are ordinaryautomorphisms.Theyare obtainedby perform-
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ing the constructionwith vector differentialsof degreem. Thenthesew-inverse
automorphismsform a commutativesubgroupof the normal subgroupof w -

-inverseJordanautomorphisms.

4. MANIFOLDS CANONICALLY ASSOCIATED TO THE CARTAN ALGEBRA

The following constructioncan be performedfor every smoothsupermanifold
which is given by their algebra of smoothsuperfunctions.The smoothnessis
necessary.In the continuouscase the following construction becomestrivial.

We restrict ourseves,however,to the Cartari algebra,A, of smoothexterior
differentialsdefinedon a manifold,M.

Let m = dim M and let A be the unital Grassmannalgebraoverthe realsgene-

ratedby m Grassmannvariables.

DEFINITION. An ideal, J, of A is called <<G-point>> iff A/i is isomorphicto A.

A Jordanideal,1, of A is called <<JG-point>>iffA/J is Jordanisomorphicto A.
Every G-point is at the sametime aJG-point.

If J is a JG-point thereis a maximal ideal, I, of A with A/I isomorphicto the
realnumberfield and J c I.

Indeed,assume(3 to bea Jordanisomorphismof A ontoA. Theneverynilpotent
elementof A will be mappedonto a nilpotent elementof A. Hence(3(S) is con-

tained in the radical of A. and thereis a proper Jordanideal I in A containingJ
andS. This Jordanideal I inducesa Jordanhomomorphismfrom A onto the reals.
Then A(0)/I fl A~0~is Jordanisomorphicto the field of realnumbers.Both algebras

being commutativethis is an ordinary isomorphism.Thereforethere is a point

p EM suchthat I fl A(0) consistsof all functionsvanishingatp. But I is generated
as a Jordanideal by I fl A(0) and S. Taking into accountthat A(Ø) is a splitting

algebraone seesthat I is an ideal. It is plain that (3(I) is in the radical of A for
there is only one maximal ideal in the Grassmannalgebra,its radical. Hence

+ 1) containsonly the zero element.Thus we haveproved

LEMMA 10. Let J be a JG-point. Then thereis a point p EM suchthat themaxi-

mal ideal I of all elementsthezero componentof which vanishesat p satisfies

(43) I
4’cJcI~.

The set of all JG-point is, therefore,a subsetof theso-calledm~hinfinitesimal
neighbourhoodof the supermanifoldthe fibres of which are given by A/I~+ 1

wherep runs throughall the pointsof M.
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Our next aim is to show:The groupof Jordanautomorphismsintroducedat
the end of the last sectionactstransitiveon the set of all JG-points.Let (3 denote
a Jordanhomomorphismfrom A onto A, and let e

1,e2 em be a Grassmann

baseof A.
Wemay write

(44) VbEA :(3(b)=(30(b)+f31(b)+(32(b)+...

with
(45) (3(b) = ~ ‘~I e~

I I.i Ii Il I

where all the coefficients in (45) are assumedto be real numbers.At first,
b —~j30(b) is a Jordanhomomorphismonto the field of realnumbers.It is f30(S) =

= 0 for thereare no nilpotent realnumbers.Thus (3~inducesan homomorphism
of the commutativealgebraA(0) onto the real numbers.It follows the existence

of a point,p EM, with

(46) Vg E A(0) : (30(g) = g(p).

Now assume = = 13,~= 0, identically. Then the kernel J of j3 is generated
as an Jordanideal by the ideal I~of A(0) consistingof all functionsvanishingat

p. This generatingset is in the centreof the algebra.ThereforeJ is an ideal gene-
rated by I, too. It consistsof all differentialsthe coefficientsof which vanish

all at the pointp of M.

Next we assumethe existenceof an integer, k, such that for 1 +~j<k it is
13g. = 0 identically,but~k ~ 0.

Usingthe uniquenessof thedecomposition(44) we concludethen

(47) Vg1, g2 E A(Q) fl~(g1g2)= g1(p) (3~(g2)+ g2(p) fl~(g1).

Performingany sequenceof k pull backswiththeGrassmanngeneratorse1, e0,

we arrive at a derivation from A(0) into the real numbers.Taking into account

(43) one concludesthat theseobjectshave to be Lie derivativestaken at the
pointp. Hence

3k can be written in the following form: There is a (local) vector

differential,Z~,of degreek with

(48) Vg E A(Ø) : !3~(g) = (c’(a/ax’)g)(p).

Dependingwhetherk is evenor odd we choosean evenor an odd derivation L

of A with the property

(49) Vg E A(
0) :

13k(g) = (L g)(p),

which is possiblein many ways usingeither(30), (32) if k is evenor, if k is odd,

(39), (40).
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Hence there is an automorphism(for evenk) or a Jordan automorphism
(for odd k), 7~,with the property

(50) VgEA(Q):(7~
1(3)(g)=g(p)+f3~~

1(g)+. .

By induction we arrive at a Jordanautomorphism,T, the propertyof which we
describeby a theorem:

ThEOREM 11. Let (3bea Jordan homomorphismfrom A onto A. Then thereis a

Jordan automorphisin,T, ofAandapointp EMsuch that

(51) Vg E A(Ø) : (T’j3)(g) = g(p).

If (3 is an homomorphismthen T can be chosento be an automorphismof A.

The last assertionarisesthis way: With the eventualexceptionof the highest

degree,~2j+ 1 = 0 for homomorphisms.
We know alreadyhow the kernelof (3 is constructedif the form (51) is reached.

Taking advantagefrom the(Jordan)morphismpropertieswe easelyget:

THEOREM 12. Let J bea JG-point. Thenthere existsa pointp EM and a splitting

Jordan subalgebra,F, such that J is Jordan generatedby the intersectionF i~I,.
If J is a G-point thenF canbe chosento bean algebra. Thegroup ofall automor-

phisrns of A acts transitively on the setof all G-points. Thegroupof theJordan

automorphismsactstransitively on thesetofJG-points.

Indeed,the transitivity of the later groups if acting on thoseG-points resp.
JG-pointswhich belong to a fixed p EM, i.e. J c I~,is seenfrom the construc-
tion above. This transitivity is alreadytrue for the set of (Jordan)automorphisms

constructedin section 3. The restriction to a fixed point of M canbe removed
trivially for we haveall the diffeomorphismsof M which induceautomorphisms

of A: Let S,~.be a diffeomorphismof M. There is just one automorphismS of A
with

(52) Vg E A(0) : (Sg)(p)= g(S~), dS = Sd.

Let usdenoteby

(53) G-space(A), G~-space(A), JG-space(A),

the set of all G-points, evenG-points, andJG-points,respectively.Here aneven
point is apoint which is generatedas an idealby the intersectionof a point ideal,
I,,, and an evensplitting subalgebra.It is not difficult to seethat all sets(53) are
closed subsetsof the m~ infinitesimal neighbourhoodof A, m = dim M, i.e. are
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closedsubsetsof a smoothfibre bundleoverM.

On the closed subsets(53) of that fibre bundle act large groupstransitively.
However,taking into accountthe constructionsof section 3 we seethat,locally,

finite-dimensionalsubgroupsare alreadysufficient to reach, from a given point,
a whole neighbourhood.Therefore,the sets (53) turnsoutto begenuinesmooth

submanifoldsof the mt~~infinitesimal neighbourhood.Furthermore,from this
observationone can deducethe dimensionality of that manifolds. In doing so

we get

THEOREM13. There is a unique way to equipp thesetsG-space(A), G -space

(A), and JG-space(A) with thestructureofa smoothmanifold in sucha manner

that thegroupofall automorphisms,ofall evenautomorphisms,andofall Jordan

automorphismsofA acts respectivelyas a groupof diffeomorphisms.

LEMMA 14. It is, undertheassumption

dimM =m:

(54) dim G-space(A) = m2~i 1 ifm is even

(55) dim G-space (A) = m(2m ‘ + I) if m is odd

(56) dim G~~space(A)=m2m_l

(57) dim JG-space(A) = m2~.

Thusthe dimensionsof the spaceare,respectively,

Form=1 :2,1,2. Form=2:4,4,8.

Form=3:l5,l2,24. Form=4:32,32,64.

The superstructurew is representedas a reflectionof JG-spaceon its subspace

G + -space.
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